
Background:

The following is a list of balances that have been checked for compatibility with 

the LogIT Serial Balance Adapter.  They are organised by name of manufacturer.  

In some cases the basic set up and connection instructions are shown, 

however, some of the listings refer you to other Serial Balance Data Sheets 

where a more comprehensive, step by step, guide is available. 

Note:  These connection instructions are designed for use with the 9 pin boxed version of the LogIT Serial Balance 

Adapter.  If using the original 25 pin lead type connection you need to use adapter pin 3 instead of pin 2 (data out) and 

adapter pin 7 instead of pin 5 (ground).

General notes on compatibility:

The Microsense® Serial Adaptor should work with most electronic balances which can provide an RS232 serial output 

conforming to the following specification:

Interface type: Serial RS232

Data rate: 1200 baud (1200 bits per second)

Data format: 8 data bits plus 1 stop bit OR 7 data bits plus 2 stop bit

Pari ty: No parity

Handshaking: No handshaking

Repeat rate: Readings must be sent at least once per second*

Text string: should contain: numeric value, including a decimal point character “.” 

can contain: any non-numeric characters (eg. the units, eg “g”)

cannot contain: any numeric characters which are not part of the  current value.

*The balance should be capable of sending unsolicited readings at least once per second, usually by setting the balance 

to ‘continuous’ transmit. If readings are sent less often on your balance it is possible that bad readings will be stored 

during remote logging. Real-time logging also works but slow transmission does limit the maximum useful logging rate.

In most cases once the balance has been set up it remembers the settings, even when the power is removed.

Due to the wide range of balances available and the different RS232 connections they use, either a standard balance to 

PC serial cable has to be purchased from the balance manufacturer, or a simple 2 wire lead  has to be made - Do not 

connect the adapter directly to balance.  In some cases the RS232 interface is supplied separately from the balance, 

this must be fitted before the balance can be used with the LogIT Serial Balance Adapter.

If your balance is not listed on the following pages it may still be compatible, it is just that we have not tested it or been 

informed that it works.
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Balances:

A&D Company Ltd

GF Series

See Serial Balance Data Sheet AND-1

Avery

FB212

This balance uses a standard Avery serial cable - 25 pin balance end to 9 pin balance adapter end (normally the 

computer/printer end).

Denver Instrument Company

XP-Series (Fisherbrand DP Series)

This balance is not compatible with the LogIT Adapter due to its inability to transmit at 1200 Baud.

Mettler Toledo

College

See Serial Balance Data Sheet ME-1 

Only recently produced versions of the Mettler Toledo College range of balances work with the adapter - contact your 

LogIT distributor for details.

PM Series

The following is the result of testing a Mettler PM4800 balance.

To connect the balance to the Microsense serial interface, you will need a lead consisting of a 9 way D socket, two wires 

and a special Melter plug. The connections are as follows:

Mettler plug pin 13 white wire to adapter 9 way D socket pin 5 (ground)

Mettler plug pin 12 brown wire to adapter 9 way D socket pin 2 (data)

All other wires are not required.

The balance serial port must be configured before being used with the Microsense Serial Interface for the first time. The 

Mettler manual describes how to configure the balance, so please follow their instructions carefully. The required 

settings are:

Setting Display Comment

Data transfer: Cont Continuous transfer of all values

Baud Rate: 1200 1200 baud

Parity: -S- Parity is SPACE (effectively none)

Pause/handshake: 0 Pause = 0 (no pause and no handshake)

Auxiliary equip: AU off Auxiliary equipment option is OFF

Other Mettler balances

According to Mettler all of their balances should work with our interface specification but this has not been tested. Some 

balances may need a special cable as the standard Mettler cables assume hardware handshaking and some do not have 

options to turn this feature off.
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Oertling

D Series

The following are the result of testing an Oertling DC22 balance, but should apply to any D series balance. 

To connect the balance to the Microsense serial interface, you will need a lead consisting of a 9 way D socket, two wires 

and a suitable Oertling plug. The connections are as follows:

Oertling plug signal ground pin to 9 way D socket pin 5 (ground)

Oertling plug transmit data pin to 9 way D socket pin 2 (data)

All other wires are not required.

The serial lead used was described by Oertling as a standard PC lead.

The balance's RS232 serial port may need to be configured for 1200 baud, 7 data bits, 2 stop bits, no parity, no 

handshaking, and for continuous data transmission. 

TB061

Courtesy of Peter Warne at Notting Hill & Ealing High School.

This balance connection uses a 6 way PCC style plug (similar to telephone plug).  Pin ONE is DATA (goes to pin 2 on 

adapter lead 9 way socket) and Pin TWO is GROUND (goes to pin 5 on adapter lead 9 way socket).

Ohaus

Adventurer

See Serial Balance Sheet OH-1

Explorer 

See Serial Balance Sheet OH-2

Navigator 

See Serial Balance Sheet OH-3

Scout II (RS232)

See Serial Balance Sheet OH-4

Scout I  / Fisher Education / Scout II (non RS232)

A special Microsense® Balance Adapter is available for these balances.  Please contact you LogIT supplier for details 

or visit www.dcpmicro.com.
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CT Series

The following is the result of testing an Ohaus CT200-S balance fitted with a  CT series RS-232 interface.

To connect the balance to the Microsense serial interface, you will need a lead consisting of a 9 way D socket, two wires 

and a 9 way D socket. The connections are as follows:

Balance 9 way D socket pin 7 to adapter 9 way D socket pin 5 (ground)

Balance 9 way D socket pin 2 to adapter 9 way D socket pin 2 (data)

Also link pin 5 to pin 6 of the balance 9 pin D socket (handshaking bypass)

The balance serial port must be configured before being used with the Microsense Serial Adapter for the first time. The 

Ohaus manual describes how to configure the balance, so please follow their instructions carefully. The required 

settings for configuring the PRINT menu are:

Setting Display

Reset: No

Baud Rate: 1200

Data Bits: 8

Parity Bits: None

Stop Bits: 1

Auto Print: Continuous

Stable Data Output: Off

TS 120

The following configurations for this balance are courtesy of Peter Warne of the Notting Hill and Ealing High School.

To connect the balance to the Microsense serial interface, you will need a lead consisting of a 9 way D socket, two wires 

and a 9 way D socket. The connections are as follows:

Balance 9 way D socket pin 7 to adapter 9 way D socket pin 5 (ground)

Balance 9 way D socket pin 2 to adapter 9 way D socket pin 2 (data)

Also link pin 5 to pin 6 of the balance 9 pin D socket (handshaking bypass)

The balance serial port must be configured before being used with the Microsense Serial Adapter for the first time. 

Switch on the balance then hold down the ON/TARE key until PRINT appears on the display.  With a bit of practice it is 

possible to step through the PRINT menu using the OFF/MODE and ON/TARE keys, by toggling through the 

combinations.  The sequence below works:

Reset no Baud 1200 Data 7 Parity  none 

Stop 2 Autop Cont Stable Off nu off

end press ON/TARE to save the set up (it appears to keep this even when disconnected from the mains)
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Philip Harris

HF400 / HF2000

Courtesy of N. Faux at Stamford High School.

Connections: Balance pin 3 to Adapter lead socket pin 2 (data)

Balance pin 7 to Adapter lead socket pin 5 (ground)

Balance Settings: C4 - Data Out Mode - Stream

C5 - Baud Rate - 1200

Parity - 8 bits no parity

Terminator - CR

Precisa

The following are the results of testing a Precisa 2200CE and a Precisa 1600C balance.  This balance has a 

25 pin D connector and requires the following connections:

Balance pin 2 to Balance Adapter lead 9 way socket pin 2 (data)

Balance pin 7 to Balance Adapter lead 9 way socket pin 5 (ground)

The balance serial port must be configured before being used with the Microsense Serial Interface for the 

first time. The Precisa manual describes how to configure the balance, so please follow their instructions 

carefully. 

The required settings for the 2200CE are:

Setting Display

Field: Fld = 0.08

Stability: Stb = Med

Baud rate: 1200  bdr

Parity: PAr  8  no

Print: Print  PEr

The required settings for the 1600C are:

Setting Display

Field: Fld 0.25

Stability: Stb -2-

Baud rate: bdr 1200

Parity: PAr No

Print: Prt -4-

Other Precisa balances should be similar to these.  

Precisa sell a PC Serial printer cable which they say is suitable for use with the balance adapter.
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Sartorius

L220S

Courtesy of N. Faux at Stamford High School.

Connections: Balance pin 2 to Adapter lead socket pin 2 (data)

Balance pin 7 to Adapter lead socket pin 5 (ground)

Connect Balance pin 5 to Balance pin 25

Balance Settings: C213 - Data Output - Automatic

C224 - 1200 Baud

C232- Space Parity  (this is very important)

Plus versions of this balance and new models use 22 characters.  This needs to be forced to 16 characters to 

work with the LogIT Serial Balance Adapter using Menu Set Code 311 or 721.
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